Ranking problems have become increasingly important in machine learning and data mining in recent years, with applications ranging from information retrieval and recommender systems to computational biology and drug discovery.
Introduction
The problem of ranking objects has received increasing attention in machine learning and data mining in recent years. Ranking problems arise in a wide variety of domains: in information retrieval, one wants to rank documents according to relevance to a query; in recommendation systems, one wants to rank products according to a user's likes and dislikes; in drug discovery, one wants to rank chemical compounds according to their activity against a therapeutic target.
Following the development of classical ranking algorithms such as RankSVM [22, 23, 28] , RankBoost [19] , and RankNet [9] , there has been much interest recently in ranking algorithms that optimize ranking performance near the top of the ranked list. Indeed, while early ranking algorithms such as RankSVM, RankBoost, and RankNet all focused on the pairwise ranking * Department of Computer Science and Automation, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560012, India.
accuracy (fraction of correctly ranked pairs of objects), newer ranking algorithms have focused on optimizing ranking performance measures such as the average precision or the discounted cumulative gain (DCG), both of which emphasize ranking accuracy at the top of the list [8, 34, 12, 33, 16, 30, 10, 25, 13] .
In this paper, we describe a new ranking algorithm that directly optimizes accuracy at the absolute top of the list. For simplicity, we consider the bipartite setting [19, 3] in which objects are either relevant (positive) or irrelevant (negative); in this case, our algorithm maximizes (an approximation to) the number of relevant objects retrieved at the absolute top of the list. The algorithm is a support vector style algorithm, but due to the different objective, it no longer leads to a quadratic programming problem. Instead, the dual optimization problem involves l 1,∞ constraints; we solve this dual problem using the recent l 1,∞ projection method of Quattoni et al [27] . Our algorithm can be viewed as an l ∞ -norm extreme of the l p -norm based algorithm of Rudin [29] (albeit in a support vector setting rather than a boosting setting); thus we refer to the algorithm as the 'Infinite Push'. Experiments on real-world data sets confirm the algorithm's focus on accuracy at the absolute top of the list.
Our main contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We give a new support vector ranking algorithm called the Infinite Push that directly optimizes ranking performance at the absolute top of the list.
• We give a fast training algorithm for standard RankSVM using the same gradient projection framework that is used for implementing the Infinite Push.
• We provide a generalization bound for the new Infinite Push algorithm, thereby answering in the affirmative an open question about generalization properties for the l ∞ -norm posed in [29] .
• We provide an empirical comparison of the Infinite Push ranking algorithm with RankSVM, SVMMAP [34] , RankBoost, and the P-Norm Push [29] , confirming that the Infinite Push indeed optimizes accuracy at the absolute top of the list.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries in Section 2, we describe the Infinite Push algorithm in detail in Section 3. Section 4 outlines a fast training algorithm for standard RankSVM that makes use of the same gradient projection framework that we use in implementing the Infinite Push. Section 5 provides a generalization bound for the new Infinite Push algorithm. Section 6 contains our experimental results, followed by a brief summary in Section 7.
Preliminaries
We consider the bipartite ranking setting [19, 3] in which objects are either relevant (positive) or irrelevant (negative), and the goal is to rank relevant objects above irrelevant ones. Specifically, let X be an instance space. Given a training sample S = (S + , S − ) ∈ X m × X n , where S + = (x n ) are negative examples, the goal is to learn a ranking function f : X→R that ranks positive instances higher than negative ones (where f is considered to rank an instance x higher than an instance x if f (x) > f (x ), and vice-versa).
1 Such a setting arises in a variety of applications: in information retrieval, one wants to rank relevant documents higher than irrelevant ones; in drug discovery, one wants to rank active compounds higher than inactive ones.
As noted above, classical ranking algorithms such as RankSVM, RankBoost and RankNet focus on optimizing the pairwise ranking accuracy; in the bipartite setting, this corresponds to maximizing the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) [19, 15, 3] . For example, consider a training sample S consisting of m = 4 positive and n = 6 negative instances. Table 2 shows the scores assigned to these instances by two different ranking functions f 1 and f 2 ; Figure 2 shows plots of (scaled versions of) the corresponding ROC curves.
2 As can be seen from Figure 2 , both functions have the same AUC of 19/24. However, if we look at the ranking accuracy at the top, f 2 clearly performs better than f 1 : it retrieves 3 positives at the top, compared to just 1 for f 1 .
Algorithms such as RankSVM, RankBoost or RankNet that optimize the AUC would not be able to distinguish between f 1 and f 2 . Our goal is to design an algorithm that would pick f 2 over f 1 .
1 It is important to note that bipartite ranking is different from binary classification; see for example [15, 3] . 2 The ROC curve of a ranking function f : X→R with respect to a sample S = (S + , S − ) ∈ X m × X n plots the true positive rate (fraction of positives in S + correctly classified as positive) versus the false positive rate (fraction of negatives in S − misclassified as positive) for classifiers of the form sign(f (x) − θ), as the threshold θ ranges from ∞ to −∞. Table 1 : Scores assigned by two ranking functions f 1 and f 2 to a sample containing m = 4 positive and n = 6 negative instances. Figure 1: ROC curves for the two ranking functions shown in Table 2 .
The Infinite Push Algorithm
Given a training sample S = (S + , S − ) ∈ X m ×X n , what we would like is to find a ranking function f : X→R that maximizes the number of positives retrieved at the top. In other words, we would like to maximize the number of positives ranked above the highest-ranking negative. Equivalently, we would like to minimize the number of positives ranked below the highest-ranking negative. Now, the number of positives ranked below the highest-ranking negative is actually the largest number of positives ranked below any negative, which as a fraction of the total number of positives m, can be written as
where 1 (·) is 1 if the argument is true and 0 otherwise. The ∞ subscript here refers to the maximum over j, which corresponds to taking the l ∞ -norm of the vector containing the n terms in the parentheses. Thus, in order to maximize the number of positives retrieved at 3 In our implementation, we use
to account for ties.
the absolute top of the list, we are interested in finding a ranking function that minimizes the above quantity. While minimizing the above quantity directly is hard due to its discrete nature, we can minimize instead a convex upper bound on it. In particular, consider the hinge ranking loss, which for f , x + , x − is defined as
where u + = max(u, 0). The above loss is clearly a convex upper bound on 1 (f (x + )<f (x − )) . We shall minimize a regularized form of
Specifically, the algorithm we describe will solve the following optimization problem over an appropriate reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) F of realvalued functions on X:
where f F denotes the RKHS norm of f in F and where λ > 0 is an appropriate regularization parameter.
Before describing the algorithm for the case of a general RKHS F, consider first the linear case, where X = R d for some d and F is the class of ranking functions f : R d →R given by f (x) = w · x for some w ∈ R d . In this case Eq. (3.4) becomes
where w denotes the Euclidean (l 2 ) norm of w and where we have used w in place of f in R H ∞ (w; S). Expanding the above equation using the definition of R H ∞ (w; S) (see Eq. (3.3)), we have
corresponding to the max in the hinge loss terms
, 0 and writing C = 1/λ, we can write the above optimization problem as min w,ξij
This is where the technical difference between the proposed algorithm and the standard RankSVM algorithm [22, 23] (see also Section 4) becomes clear : instead of an average over the slack variables ξ ij over both i, j (as is the case in RankSVM), the objective in the above optimization problem now contains a maximum over j. Introducing a further slack variable ξ corresponding to this max, the above optimization problem becomes min w,ξ,ξij
Next, introducing Lagrange multipliers and taking the dual then results in the following optimization problem in the mn variables {α ij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} (the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the first set of inequalities in Eq. (3.8) disappear in the dual):
Unlike standard RankSVM, this is not a quadratic program due to the l 1,∞ constraints on the α ij . Nevertheless, it is a convex optimization problem and can be solved efficiently using a gradient projection algorithm. Specifically, let Q(α) denote the (quadratic) objective function in Eq. (3.9), and let Ω ⊂ R mn denote the feasible set, i.e., the set of α ∈ R mn satisfying the constraints in Eq. (3.9). Then the gradient projection algorithm starts with some initial value α (1) for α, and on each iteration t, updates α (t) using a gradient and projection step:
where η t > 0 is a learning rate; ∇Q is the gradient of Q; and P Ω denotes Euclidean projection onto Ω. The gradient computation for the linear case can be done in O(mnd) time. For the projection step, we use a recent method for l 1,∞ projections due to [27] , followed by a simple projection onto the non-negativity constraints (achieved by setting negative values of α ij to 0); as described in [27] , this takes O(mn log(mn)) time.
Algorithm Infinite Push

Inputs:
Training
For t = 1 to t max do:
The Infinite Push algorithm. Here Q and Ω refer to the objective function and constraint set in Eq. (3.12), respectively.
Moreover, it is well known from standard results in the optimization literature [6] that if η t = η 0 / √ t for some constant η 0 > 0, then gradient projection converges to an optimal solution, and in particular, reaches a solution whose objective value is within of the optimal in O(1/ 2 ) iterations. Thus, our algorithm for solving Eq. (3.9) takes a total of O((mnd + mn log(mn))/ 2 ) time to reach an -optimal solution. On solving for α, the solution to the original problem in Eq. (3.5) can be recovered as
Let us now return to the general case, when X is any instance space and F is an RKHS corresponding to a kernel function K : X × X→R. In this case, a similar derivation as above results in a dual optimization problem corresponding to Eq. (3.4) that takes a similar form as in the linear case, but with dot products replaced with appropriate kernel evaluations:
where
For K symmetric and positive semi-definite, this is again a convex optimization problem, and the same gradient projection algorithm as above can be used here as well. The only difference is that in this case, gradient computations take O((m + n)
2 ) time, leading to a total of O(((m+n) 2 +mn log(mn))/ 2 ) time for the algorithm to reach an -optimal solution to Eq. (3.12). On solving for α, the solution to the original problem in Eq. (3.4) is then given by
The general algorithm is outlined in Figure 2 .
It is worth pointing out that the P-Norm Push algorithm of Rudin [29] minimizes a convex upper bound on the l p -norm analogue of the quantity in Eq. (3.1) for finite p:
The algorithm of [29] , which makes use of the exponential loss as an upper bound resulting in a boosting style algorithm, applies for finite p; while this does not directly maximize the number of positives at the absolute top, values of p > 1 do emphasize the lower left portion of the ROC curve, with larger values of p causing a greater emphasis on the top portion of the ranked list.
As described above, the use of the hinge loss in an RKHS setting allows for direct minimization of the l ∞ -norm based objective, corresponding to directly maximizing accuracy at the absolute top of the list.
Algorithm RankSVM (Fast training algorithm via gradient projection method)
Inputs:
For t = 1 to t max do: 
Fast Algorithm for RankSVM Training
In this section we describe a fast training algorithm for standard RankSVM that makes use of the same gradient projection framework used above for implementing the Infinite Push algorithm. The training algorithm we give is also much simpler to implement than standard RankSVM implementations, which typically need to employ specialized quadratic program (QP) solvers. As discussed above, the (bipartite) RankSVM algorithm finds a ranking function that maximizes (approximately) the AUC. In particular, it can be verified [15, 3, 29] that the AUC of a ranking function f with respect to a sample S = (S + , S − ) ∈ X m × X n can be written as AUC(f ; S) = 1 − R 1 (f ; S) , (4.16) where R 1 (f ; S) is as defined in Eq. (3.15) with p = 1. The (bipartite) RankSVM algorithm [22, 23, 28] maximizes a regularized bound on the AUC, or equivalently, minimizes a regularized bound on R 1 (f ; S), over an RKHS F as follows:
where R H 1 (f ; S) is defined analogously to R 1 (f ; S) but with the hinge loss H (f,
(4.18) Introducing slack variables ξ ij corresponding to the max in the hinge loss terms 1 − (f (x
Introducing Lagrange multipliers and taking the dual then leads to the following optimization problem in the mn variables {α ij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}:
where K is the kernel function associated with F and φ K is as defined in Eq. (3.13); on solving for α, the solution to the original problem in Eq. (4.17) is recovered as in Eq. (3.14) . This is a convex quadratic program (QP), and the usual approach is to solve this using a standard QP solver, which can take O((mn)
2 ) time as before, leading to a total of O((m + n) 2 / 2 ) time to reach an -optimal solution. For completeness, the algorithm is outlined in Figure 3 . We used this algorithm to implement RankSVM in our experiments; the algorithm was also used recently in [2] .
We note that alternative algorithms for fast RankSVM training that operate on the primal problem have been proposed recently in [11] . We also note that the gradient projection algorithm we describe here is not restricted to the bipartite setting, but can be used to efficiently solve the dual RankSVM problem in more general settings as well.
Generalization Bound for the Infinite Push Algorithm
In this section we provide a generalization bound for the Infinite Push algorithm; this is essentially a uniform convergence bound for R ∞ . The bound makes use of covering numbers and is similar in broad outline to a bound presented in [29] for R p for finite p, but with a crucial difference to accommodate the l ∞ -norm (thereby also answering in the affirmative an open question in [29] regarding the existence of such bounds for the l ∞ case). As is common in the bipartite ranking setting [19, 3, 29] , assume positive instances are drawn randomly and independently according to a distribution D + on X, and negative instances according to a distribution D − on X. Let D = (D + , D − ), and define Next, for any γ > 0, define the γ-margin ranking loss as
and let R γ ∞ (f ; S) and R γ ∞ (f ; D) be defined as follows:
Then we have the following: Theorem 5.1. (Generalization Bound) Let F be a class of real-valued functions on X. Let , γ > 0. Then
Here N (F, ) is the l ∞ covering number of F for radius , i.e., the number of l ∞ balls of radius needed to cover F. As noted above, this bound is similar to the bound presented in [29] ; the only difference is in the second term in the parentheses, namely sup f ∈F δ D (f, γ, /4) n , which arises due to the l ∞ -norm and replaces a corresponding term in the bound of [29] that also involves the supremum of a quantity over F, but has a different form since it is derived for the l p -norm for finite p. To get an intuitive feel for the quantity δ D (f, γ, ), note that it represents the probability that the random variable γ (f, D + , x − ) (as a function of x − , drawn randomly from D − ) is more than away from its supremum value R f ; S) . The second term can be bounded as in [29] ; the first term can be bounded using a standard analysis of the convergence of the maximum of a sequence of iid random variables to the supremum value. Details of the proof are provided in Appendix A.
Experiments
This section provides an empirical comparison of the performance of the Infinite Push algorithm proposed in this paper with that of RankSVM [22, 23, 28] , SVMMAP [34] , RankBoost [19] , and the P-Norm Push algorithm [29] . We conducted experiments to compare the performance of these algorithms on three different data sets: the Ionosphere data set drawn from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [18] ; the Spambase data set, also drawn from the UCI Repository; and a cheminformatics data set that has been used to test virtual screening algorithms for drug discovery [24, 2] .
The Infinite Push and RankSVM algorithms were implemented as described in Sections 3 and 4; SVMMAP, which is a support vector algorithm for optimizing the average precision, was implemented using publicly available code [34] ; RankBoost and the P-Norm Push were implemented as described in [29] (RankBoost is simply a special case of the P-Norm Push with p = 1). To facilitate comparison, all algorithms were implemented to learn a linear ranking function (for the support vector algorithms, a linear kernel was used; for the P-Norm Push, individual features were used as weak rankers, leading to a linear function as in [29] ).
In each case, we compared the performance of the ranking functions learned by the different algorithms using four different performance measures: the area under the ROC curve (AUC); the number of positives retrieved at the absolute top; the average precision; and the discounted cumulative gain (DCG). The average precision and DCG for a ranking function f : X→R and sample S = (S + , S − ) ∈ X m × X n are defined as
, (6.27) where
is the overall rank of x + i in the ranking of S returned by f . As noted in Section 1, the average precision and DCG also emphasize ranking accuracy at the top. For all four performance measures, a larger value corresponds to better ranking performance.
Ionosphere Data Set
The first data set we used is the Ionosphere data set, drawn from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [18] ; this data set was also used in the experiments reported in [29] . The data set contains 351 instances representing radar signals collected from a phased array of antennas; of these, 225 are 'good' (positive), representing signals that reflect back toward the antennas and indicating structure in the ionosphere, and 126 are 'bad' (negative), representing signals that pass through the ionosphere. Each instance in the data set is described by 33 features (a 34th feature present in the data set was zero for all instances and was ignored); in our experiments, each feature was scaled to [0, 1] .
To train the algorithms, we randomly divided the data set into two-thirds for training and one-third for testing (subject to both having the same proportion of positives); this was repeated 10 times. In each run, the number of iterations t max in the gradient projection algorithms for RankSVM and the Infinite Push was fixed to 1000; the parameters C and η 0 were selected from the ranges {0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000} and {10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 }, respectively, using 5-fold cross validation on the training set (in each case, the parameters giving the highest average precision across the 5 folds were selected). The parameter C for SVMMAP was selected similarly. The number of iterations t max in the P-Norm Push was fixed to 100 as in [29] .
The results are shown in Table 2 ; each value is an average over 10 random trials. For each performance measure, the two algorithms giving the best performance in terms of that measure are highlighted in bold typeface. As expected, the RankSVM algorithm performs well in terms of the AUC. On this data set, the SVMMAP algorithm gives the highest number of positives at the top, but the Infinite Push algorithm follows closely behind. In particular, the Infinite Push gives more positives at the top than both RankSVM and the P-Norm Push for various values of p. ROC curves for the four algorithms on a sample run (using the best value of p, in terms of number of positives at the top, for the P-Norm Push) are shown in Figure 4 . 
Spambase Data Set
The second data set we used is the Spambase data set, also drawn from the UCI Repository [18] . This contains 4601 email messages, of which 1813 are spam. The task here is to prioritize emails such that as much of the spam as possible goes to the bottom; equivalently, if we treat the spam messages as positives, the goal is to learn a ranking that maximizes the number of positives at the top (the ranking can later be inverted to place spam at the bottom). Each email message is represented as a 57-dimensional feature vector representing various word frequencies and other attributes; each feature was scaled to lie in [0, 1] . In this case we used a small fraction (5%) of the data set for training and the rest for testing, again randomly divided. The parameters for the various algorithms were selected as before.
The results are shown in Table 3 ; again, each value is an average over 10 random trials. As before, for each performance measure, the two algorithms giving the best performance in terms of that measure are highlighted in bold typeface. Again, RankSVM gives the best performance in terms of AUC. In this case, the Infinite Push algorithm gives the highest number of positives at the top; it also gives the best performance in terms of the other measures emphasizing accuracy at the top, namely the average precision and DCG. ROC curves for the four algorithms on a sample run (using the best p for the P-Norm Push) are shown in Figure 5 .
Cheminformatics Data Set
The third data set we used in our experiments is a cheminformatics data set that has been used to test virtual screening algorithms in drug discovery [24, 2] . The data set contains five sets of chemical compounds that each target a different protein, and a background set of compounds that are assumed to be inactive. The five active sets contain 50 compounds each in the following classes: reversible inhibitors of cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX2), factor Xa (FXa), and phosphodiesterase-5 (PDE5), and reversible antag- onists of the α 1A adrenoceptor (α 1A AR). The inactive set contains 1892 compounds drawn from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) diversity set. Details of these data sets can be found in [24] . Each compound in the above data sets was represented using a molecular fingerprint representation. Such representations are popular in virtual screening applications [20, 21, 31, 32] and effectively represent each compound as a bit vector. In particular, we used the FP2 fingerprint available with the OpenBabel chemical informatics software package [26, 2] , which indexes small molecular fragments (of up to 7 atoms) and then applies a hash code that leads to a 1021-bit vector for each compound. For each of the five targets, we had 50 active compounds, and a total of 2092 inactives (including the 1892 background compounds and the 200 compounds belonging to the other four active sets). To train the algorithms, for each target, we randomly divided the 50 actives and 2092 inactives into a small fraction (10%) for training and the rest (90%) for testing (subject to both having the same proportion of actives and inactives); this was repeated 10 times. The parameters for the various algorithms were selected as before. In each case, given the training set, the goal was to rank compounds in the test set such that active compounds would be retrieved at the top of the ranked list.
The results are shown in Table 4 . In this case, there were 10 random trials for each of the five targets; therefore each value is first averaged over the 10 random trials corresponding to each target, and then averaged across the five targets. As before, for each performance measure, the two algorithms giving the best performance in terms of that measure are highlighted in bold typeface. In this case, the Infinite Push algorithm actually gives the best performance in terms of all four performance measures. As would be expected, RankSVM performs well in terms of the AUC; SVMMAP performs well in terms of the average precision. ROC curves for the four algorithms on a sample run (using the best p for the P-Norm Push) are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 : ROC curves (full and zoomed-in versions) on a sample run on the cheminformatics data set.
Conclusion and Open Questions
We have proposed a new ranking algorithm called the Infinite Push that directly maximizes the number of positives at the absolute top of the list. The algorithm can be viewed as optimizing an l ∞ extreme of the l p -norm based objective considered in [29] , albeit using a hinge ranking loss rather than the exponential loss, resulting in a support vector style algorithm. Unlike standard RankSVM, the dual of the optimization problem we consider is not a quadratic program; however it is a convex optimization problem which can be solved efficiently using a gradient projection algorithm that employs a recent l 1,∞ projection method of [27] . Our experiments suggest that in the linear case, the proposed Infinite Push algorithm is superior in terms of accuracy at the top than RankSVM and the P-Norm Push for various values of p, and is comparable to SVMMAP, an adaptation of structural SVMs to optimizing the average precision. A benefit of the Infinite Push over SVMMAP is that it can be applied efficiently with nonlinear kernels as well; for SVMMAP, efficient algorithms are known primarily in the linear case. There are several questions that remain open. First, we have derived a generalization bound for the proposed Infinite Push algorithm using uniform convergence arguments; it would be interesting to explore a stabilitybased analysis for this algorithm [7, 4] . Second, it would be of interest to understand consistency properties of the proposed algorithm; in general, with a few notable exceptions [14, 16, 17] , there is limited understanding of consistency for ranking algorithms. Finally, for simplicity, we have focused in this paper on the bipartite ranking setting; however it should be possible to extend the framework proposed here to other settings. Some preliminary results in this direction are contained in [1] ; we plan to investigate this further in future work.
A Proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof. The crucial step in the proof is to bound the probability We will bound P 1 and P 2 in turn; let us start with P 2 . We shall find it useful to define Next, we bound P 1 . We have, The remainder of the proof then follows from an application of standard techniques to convert the above bound to a uniform convergence result that holds uniformly over all f ∈ F, via covering number arguments. Specifically, it can be shown that by considering the centers f 1 , . . . , f q of q = N F, γ 8 balls that cover F up to a radius of γ 8 , the above result applied to f 1 , . . . , f q , together with the fact that R ∞ (f ; S) ≤ R γ ∞ (f ; S), implies the uniform convergence result stated in Theorem 5.1. We omit the details since the techniques are now considered standard; detailed descriptions can be found for example in [5] or [29] .
